












Japanese Manufacturing Firm’s Location Choice in Korea: 




In this paper, I analyzed the location choice of Japanese manufacturing firms in Korea regions. 
Using the data set on Japanese foreign invested enterprise in the period of 2006-2009, I explore the 
role of agglomeration economies, trade union strength, and their interaction in determining the regional 
locational choice of FDI, after controlling for production cost, labor quality and accessibility, and other 
factors. Employing the conditional logit model, I fi nd that regions with higher agglomeration, higher 
human capital, and lower trade union strength tend to attract more Japanese manufacturing investment. 
Furthermore, strong trade unions weaken the agglomeration force in the case of Japanese manufacturing 
firms. Meanwhile, in the case of Japanese knowledge-based manufacturing firms, agglomeration 
economies are a very important factor in determining the regional location choice. However, the strength 
of trade unions is not an important determinant of regional location choice of Japanese knowledge-based 
manufacturing fi rms, unlike overall manufacturing fi rms.
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??????N. Investors? 221 221 221
????N. Obs? 3094 3094 3094
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